
CRAFT BEER ON TAP

JACK BLACK LAGER R 35

A session lager brewed with pale malt, southern promise and Saaz hops achieves a great 
balance between hop bitterness and malt sweetness. Full bodied, it has a crisp and 
refreshing taste with notes of citrus. 

CBC PILSNER R 35

With a long lasting finish of bitterness, the CBC Pilsner has a strong hop aroma and a light 
maltiness. Initial flavours are slight acidity and light sweetness, ending with moderate 
hoppy bitterness.

CRAFT BEER BY THE BOTTLE

STEPH WEISS / BAVARIAN WHEAT BEER R 55

Delicately smooth and creamy, this craft wheat beer is a true and traditional unfiltered 
Bavarian weiss. The signature yeast is gloriously expressed in intriguing aromas of 
vanilla, all-spice & clove. Liquid velvet…

DARLING ROGUE PONY R 55

A pale ale of mild body and a hint of straw and honey, this is the perfect companion. It's 
easy drinking, refreshing and incredibly sessionable.

BELGIAN WIT BIER R 45

This is a classic, Belgian style cloudy beer.  A spicy coriander and bitter orange peel 
flavour mixes with complex banana and orange notes to give this ‘white beer’ its distinct 
character.

CBC LAGER R 35

Full bodied and complex, with a light bready aroma, the CBC Lager is a great transitional 
beer. With the characteristic lack of astringency common among craft beers, the CBC 
Lager is a lightly malty lager with moderate hoppiness.

DEVILS PEAK LAGER R 30

Crisp, with a refreshing balance of malt and hops. Brewed with the famous noble 
Hallertauer Mittelfrüh hops and with no added sugar, it is light in body with a full 
flavoured mouthfeel as a result of the 100% malt used. 

CIDER

KOPPARBERG CIDER R 30

Made from the fermentation of apples or pears and the finest soft water, locally sourced 
in the town of Kopparberg, Sweden. For their fruit ciders, they add the juice of various 
fruits to make a truly special alcoholic cider drink.
Ask your waitress for our flavour selection


